DISCOVER MAGIC CAMPS
Are you looking for eco-sensitive luxury desert glamping experiences in Dubai, Abu Dhabi,
and Oman? Magic Camps combine a flavour of the Bedouin traditional way of life with the
comfort of luxury accommodation and our commitment to sustainability. Magic camps are
equipped with luxury interiors, including private bathrooms with showers.

Magic Camps offer luxury eco-friendly mobile camps, that will be
build up specially for your group. These elegant camps can be set
anywhere, and of course our choice is in the middle of the desert
where we will provide proper tables and gastronomic cutleries ,
toilets and our signature Majlis.
Lighting is mainly based on candles and torches to create an amazing
ambience and atmosphere in the desert. Concerning the weather
during September month, it will bit a bit hot and humid, but in the
desert it’s always 3-5 degrees cooler than the city and less humid
We recommend 4×4 to make transportation from the last point of
the road to arrival of the camp in the heart of the desert.
Eco-responsibility is at the heart of Magic Camps, their objective is to
provide high quality comfort and service whilst having zero impact on
the desert.
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OVERNIGHT DESERT CAMPING
Meetings & Conferences
Incentive Trips
Gala Dinners

Team Building
Celebrations
Family Actitivies

Sustainable Events
Wellness Retreats
Special Interest Groups

Frequently Asked Questions
Where are the camps? Magic Camps are available in
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Oman.
Can we have exclusive use? Yes

Desert Camping Experiences

All our programmes are tailor made to suit your group.
Family activities to build unforgettable memories
Desert Safari to discover the local environment
Wellness taking care of both the body and mind
Nomad experiences of authentic Bedoin culture
4 x 4 Rides up and down the sand dunes
In-camp corporate dinner events
Entertainment including fire shows and live bands
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